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Rdr2 herbalist challenge 9 guide

Red Dead Redemption 2 Herbalist Challenges offers a much more reserved set of tasks for the usual shooting and outside the general law you will do in the game. Along the way you will pick up some new botanical knowledge, so you have learned to craft useful items that will help you during the rest of your journey. Compared to some
others these challenges are not too difficult, however you will be spending a fair bit of time wandering around red dead redemption 2 trying to find the right types of florto collect, eat, or feed the horse. To help with reducing this time mode to a minimum, red dead redemption 2 Herbalist Challenges guide features everything you need to
know for effective harvesting. Yarrow is a common plant that can be found in temperate climates over Red Dead Redemption 2's map, and Arthur will have to find and pick six of these flowers to complete the challenge. They look like tall, red roses at first glance, and will shine and shine when activating the ability of eagle eyes. Herbalist 2
- Choose and eat 4 spices of berryBerries, would be Yarrow, can be harvested from the wilderness of the American border simply by locating and interacting with them in the world. Again, use Eagle Eye's ability to spot different types of plants on the ground while exploring, and if you're struggling to find four different types of grains, trying
to travel to a new area, where the fauna is likely to diversify. Herbalist 3 - Craft 7 items using sage as an ingredientYou can craft a multitude of items using sage as an ingredient in the crafting menu to campfire, from seasoned meat to all kinds of potions and lotions. Sage itself can be harvested from the forests of the open world, and looks
like a tall, green-leaved bush that shines when you activate Eagle Eye. Herbalist 4 - Choose 5 mushrooms and feed them to horseMushrooms come in several varieties in Red Dead Redemption 2, and all of them can be fed to the horse for state-boosting benefits. You will need to choose and inspect each fungus first, but to feed them to
the ponies, simply select it from the horse wheel in the quick menu while mounted, and release the L1/Left Trigger to give them up. Indian Tobacco is a very common plant found all over The Red Dead Redemption 2 map, mainly used for crafting potions that can restore or fortify the Dead Eye. It's a tall, green type of plant that will shine
and stand out when the eye eagle is activated, so choose as much as you can carry and get crafting using the menu at a campfire. Herbalist 6 - Choose 15 different species of herbThis challenge is simply a case of investigation, discovery, examination, and each new type of herb on site in Red Dead Redemption 2. That said, the more
you travel around the map, the greater the variety of herbs, so don't expect to find as many as 15 at once. Herbalist 7 - Craft and use 5 special miracle tonicsSpecial Miracle Tonics are healing potions that can be crafted from a variety of plants in Fire crafting menu, so you'll need to stock up on plants like Sage, Yarrow, and Lavender to be
able to make at least 5 of them. To use each one, bring the item wheel from the quick menu, select the tonic, and release the trigger on the left. Herbalist 8 - Using oleandar to craft 6 poison oleander weapons is a plant used to make poison weapons, and can be found growing mainly in the bayou of Lemoyne in the Southeast. To craft
poison weapons, go to the correct tab in the crafting menu at a campfire, and make 6 different types to meet this criterion. Herbalist 9 - Choose one of each species of herbIt will take some time. You will have to have explored and discovered the entire map of Red Dead Redemption 2 to find each species of herb, and from there is a case
of tracking down and examining each of them, using Eagle Eyes to spot them across the American Frontier plains. Herbalist 10 - Season and cook all 11 types of meatDifferent animals produce different types of meat, from the venison of a deer to the meat strung by a rattlesnake. You will be tasked with hunting down and cooking all 11
types of campfire, seasoning them with herbs like Sage or Thyme for some additional benefits. Do that and you'll have completed the whole set of herbalist challenges. Congrats! Red Dead Redemption 2 cheats | Make Money Fast in Red Dead Redemption 2 | Best Red Dead Redemption 2 Weapons | Red Dead Redemption 2 Best Horse
| Red Dead Redemption 2 Legendary Animals | Red Dead Redemption 2 Legendary Fish | Red Dead Redemption 2 Treasure Maps | Red Dead Redemption 2 100% Completion | Red Dead Online guideLooking for more help? Then check out our essential Red Dead Redemption 2 tips in the video below: Gambler Challenges Horseman
Challenges Herbalist Challenges are all about exploring the great outdoors. About to master this challenge you have to choose all the plants and become to adapt to cooking them. Challenge 1¶ Your first task to unlock the category is to find and choose 6 Yarrow plants. They are extremely common around the Valentine area and can be
identified by their red appearance. Head out south of Valentine and activate Eagle Eye to highlight nearby plants and you'll have six in time now. 12 (1 of 2) Challenge 2¶ The next task is to find the four types of berries in the wild and then sample one. Like many plants in Red Dead Redemption 2, you will find these four types of grains in
many places and below is just one example of where you might find each. 12(1 of 2) 12(1 of 2) 12(1 of 2) 12(1 of 2) Challenge 3¶ For Challenge 3, you will have to do crafting in the camp for which you will have to create seven items using a Sage as an ingredient. It is important to that Oleander Sage doesn't count as an otherwise
ingredient look at stocks of some Hummingbird Sage, usually found in the Black Bone Forest in West Elizabeth. Then you'll want some Root Brusture or Common Bullrush, both of which can be found along Dakota Dakota Dakota west of Valentine. With both of these ingredients, set up a camp and craft either Potent Biters or Strong Horse
Incentives. Challenge 4¶ You're off picking mushrooms for Challenge 4 as you have to feed the horse any five mushrooms. If you were at the Black Bone Forest looking for sage for the previous challenge, you should have found a lot of Bay Bolete around here. Choose five of these and then mount the horse, bringing the wheel of arms
with the button [L1]/[LB] and switch to the Cal section to find the said mushrooms. Challenge 5¶ A simple task for Challenge 5, just have to craft 9 items using Indian tobacco, would be Potent Snake Oil. Indian Tobacco is one of the most common and abundant ingredients in the game and chances are, if you are diligent about collecting
herbs, you will already have 9 needed. If not, you'll once again find more of them at Black Bone Forest, an area that quickly becomes invaluable for the Herbalist Challenge progression. Challenge 6¶ You will now need to take your gloves and search again for your next task. You have to head into the wilderness and choose 15 different
plants from which their type has no meaning. Like the last few challenges, Black Bone Forest has a variety of beautiful plants like cumberland Forest and the marshes around Saint Denis. If you find that you have difficulty discovering different plants, consider checking the other part of the region you are currently looking for. Challenge 7¶
The next task is to create five Miracle Special Tonics that will require you to feed numerous ingredients. In total, you will need to grab 30 Yarrow, 30 burdock roots and 30 currants (gold or black) along with the recipe itself. Yarrow is best found around the oil fields east of Valentine and burdock roots grow along any river bank. Currants will
be the biggest problem here, you'll either find blackcurrants around Annesburg or if you're in the post game, you'll find a lot of blackcurrants in the plains around Beecher's Hope, near Blackwater. Once the ingredients are gathered make sure you finish the mission A short walk in a pretty city and then head to a fence to buy the recipe,
making sure you read it after learning the recipe. Errect an outside camp in the wilderness and craft five Miracle Special Tonics, drinking them after to complete the challenge. Challenge 8¶ This is a simple challenge, you must craft 6 poison-based weapons and by far the easiest is poison throwing knives. Head to a fence and max out your
throwing knives along with purchasing the recipe if you don't already. Now you have to go into the wild and gather at least six Oleander Sage, best found around the Saint Denis and Rhodes marshes. With the ingredients in your possession, set up camp and craft Weapons to complete the challenge. Challenge 9¶ This is the longest task
for Herbalist Challenges, you must travel everywhere and choose at least one of all 43 plants in It is a good idea to address this step during the post game, a lot of more evasive herbs can be easily found in New Austin around Blackwater and Armadillo while you will also want to take on Algernon Wasp's Stranger Mission, [Duchess and
other animals] where every step of his mission strand will have you track down exotic orchids , all this is necessary for this challenge. If you have problems tracking down any specific plant, head to the [Plants] section in Compendium to learn more. Challenge 10¶ Your final task involves some hunting, so grab your bow and head back into
the wilderness. You will have to cook each type of meat along with applying a spice on top of it, this is done by pressing left or right on [D-Pad] when selecting the recipe. Now, in order to actually season said meat, you have to get it and below you can find an example of some of the places where you can find each type of meat: 12 (1 of 2)
PorkPurchase this from any Butcher's and then cook it. Plump Bird MeatSimply hunt any chicken, turkey or goose anywhere on the map. Big Game Meat 12 (1 of 2) Prime BeefPurchase this from any Butcher's and then cook it. Succulent fish meatIt can be obtained from any small trout or salmon using a river bait (salmon) or worm bait
(preserves). 12 (1 of 2) Meat gameYou can get this from the rabbits that you will meet all over the wilderness. Likey Fish MeatYou can get this from any big fish, it would be pike around the rivers to the north. MeatOnnce crustaceanyou you'll find a crab, you have to break it down in your backpack to get meat. 12 (1 of 2) MuttonSimimply
hunt any sheep, goats or rams to get their hands on mutton. VensionPurchase this from any Butcher's and then cook it. She.
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